
SUBMIT AN #USVSHATE ENTRY WITH NAMES

(Educator: Parent/guardian permission is required for any #USvsHate entry submitted
with a student’s name.

You can keep this original for your own records. You will upload a photo or scan of it when you
upload your students’ entries.

(If parent is signing this electronically as a docusign, permissions will be kept in our records at
#USvsHate.)

Dear Parent/Guardian,

Your child is participating in #USvsHate, a program working to improve schools’ social climate.
This program (usvshate.org) engages students in creating and sharing pro- inclusion and
anti-hate messages.

Your child's anti-hate message was chosen by peers and adults for submission and amplification
in an #USvsHate national challenge.

This message and any introduction to it created by your child may be shared publicly, online, to
spread anti-hate awareness. Each participant creator must have parent/guardian consent to
share a message with their first name on it. Otherwise, the message/introduction can be shared
anonymously.

We may publish your child’s message and introduction on usvshate.org and in our #USvsHate
social media. We may also use portions of your child’s submitted material in #USvsHate public
materials like our posters/stickers, compilation videos, program reports, blog posts, etc., and we
may shorten/copyedit introductions for public sharing. With this permission form, you are also
giving #USvsHate permission to let #USvsHate partner organizations reshare #USvsHate's
material to further amplify and celebrate the work. Please list your permission for the
following:

NOTE: #USvsHate will share anonymously if no parent/family permission is secured.

Because we only share with first name, grade, and state, we ask students to submit entries without full names OR
school names visible in them. If your child’s entry has a full name or school name in it (e.g., as a student introduces
their video), or another student’s name in it, we will do our best to edit that out. If we cannot, we will share the
entry as is.

#USvsHate will be held harmless for any future issues concerning authority of consenting adults or that of
contestants. By submitting this #USvsHate entry, the message creator hereby grants and assigns to #USvsHate the
non-exclusive right and permission to use, re-use, publish, re-publish, and otherwise reproduce and display this
original message and backstory, in whole or in part. The message creator is also giving #USvsHate permission to let
#USvsHate partners reshare #USvsHate's material to further amplify and celebrate the work.



I am the parent/guardian of ______________________________ (enter child’s name).

I give my permission/consent to share their message(s) as follows (circle one):
a. By first name only, grade level, and state
b. This submission should be shared anonymously, with grade level and state only.

Parent/guardian signature:_____________________________________________

Parent/guardian email (in case we need to contact you with a question about your child’s entry):

_________________________

Date: ____________________


